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Eversheds Sutherland is one
of the largest global law firms
in the world. With some 5,000+
people, including more than 750
partners and 3,000+ lawyers,
we are committed locally but
connected globally via over 70
offices based in the world’s major
economic centers. We have a
proven track record of delivering
consistently high quality legal
services across jurisdictions.
The Eversheds Sutherland Financial Services team is one
of the largest teams focusing on asset management and
financial services product development and regulation in
the sector. Our dedicated team provides strategic advice,
structuring of investment products and product knowledge
as well as general legal and tax advice. We have Financial
Services teams based in London, Edinburgh, Dublin,
Luxembourg, Sweden, Italy, Germany, the Netherlands
and a number of locations in the United States.
From 2021 to 2022 we
acted for:
40 of the Fortune 50
79 of the Fortune 100

Over 75% of
our deals are
cross-border

134 of the Fortune 200

over 70 offices
more than
30 countries

750+
partners

3,000+

lawyers

We support our clients on
around 400 deals every
year for a total value of
approximately
US$100 billion

For two consecutive years we have won ‘Best Law Firm’
at the HedgeWeek European Awards 2020 & 2021

Named ‘Best Law Firm’ at the Private Equity Wire
European Awards 2021

Named ‘Best Hedge Fund Law Firm’ at the Wealth &
Finance Fund Awards 2021

Named ‘Law Firm of the Year’ – Legal
Business Awards 2020

Named ‘Best Law Firm – Lending and Securities’ at the
Alt Credit European Performance & Services
Awards 2020

Eversheds Sutherland won 'Law Firm of the
Year' at The Lawyer Awards 2022

Highly Commended ‘Best onshore law firm – start-ups’
at the HFM European Services Awards 2021

Konexo, won 'Law Company of the Year' at the Lawyer
Awards 2022
Shortlisted for 'Funds Team of the Year' at The Lawyer
Awards 2022
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A world of
opportunities

Spotlight on
global regulation

Our team has been at the forefront of regulatory interpretation and
product development for the fund management industry since the
1980s. We advise on all types of fund structures and prepare all
documentation necessary to achieve a successful fund launch.

We advise financial institutions of all types on complying
with global, US and EU regulation, including local regulations
which implement global initiatives from the G20, the Financial
Stability Board and the International Organization of Securities
Commissions (IOSCO). We advise on regulation in general and
also on regulations that apply directly or indirectly to investments.

Our advisory services include:
– structuring onshore and offshore funds including
UCITS, mutual funds, ETFs, alternative investment funds,
hedge funds, real estate funds, investment trusts and
limited partnerships, as well as master-funds, feeder
funds, parallel funds, friends and family funds, blocker
corporations and “pass-through” entities, as well as
funds exempt from the Investment Company Act of
1940 under sections 3(c)(1), 3(c)(5) and 3(c)(7) and
Regulation S offerings
– structuring funds to account for a wide array of asset
strategies including equities, debt, commodities, real
property and timber
– fund formation, initial public offerings and continuous
offerings of traded, non-traded and private institutional
business development companies (BDCs)
– document preparation including prospectuses, private
placement memorandum and limited partnership
agreements, management, advisory and sub-advisory
agreements, side letters, subscription agreements, prime
brokerage agreements, placement agent agreements,
depositary agreements, custody agreements,
administration agreements and other documents
necessary to have a successful fund launch
– advising clients on ESG and responsible investing
regulatory regimes and products, including compliance
and disclosure submissions
– advising on all aspects of regulatory compliance and
international best practice on all aspects of national,
state, local, domestic and international tax
– advice on authorizations/licenses with local regulators
and relevant permissions, as well as advice on cross

border distribution
– buying and selling financial services companies and
assets globally
– advising on trade documentation for funds such as
ISDAs, stock lending and collateral arrangements
– using our dedicated tax resource to provide advice on
tax structuring
– counseling on the full spectrum of operational issues,
including valuation, trading, derivatives, anti-money
laundering, privacy, intellectual property, marketing,
and the complex and ever-changing tax and regulatory
regimes within which private funds operate
– we have advised a range of crypto-funds, brokers
and custodians on set-up and regulatory issues, and
is unique in that it combines both our hedge fund
practice and our Tier 1 FinTech practice so that there are
specialists on each aspect of the business set up

We regularly advise on the following:
– Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (AIFMD)

– FINRA regulations

– Undertakings for Collective Investment in
Transferable Securities (UCITS)

– anti-money laundering

– Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID)

– NFA, SEC, CFTC, ERISA, FATCA and FCPA

– privacy

– the recast Markets in Financial Instruments Directive and
the Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation (MiFID II)

We have dedicated Regulatory teams (in both the
contentious and non-contentious spaces) who can assist
– sovereign immunity
with any regulatory queries and investigations and reviews
– European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR),
carried out by national regulators. We deal with regulatory
Dodd Frank and other national laws implementing G20
authorities around the world on a daily basis and second
derivatives reforms
members of our team to them. Financing arrangements,
third-party service provider contracts, due diligence, asset
– European regulation governing securities financing
purchases, joint ventures, co-investment arrangements,
transactions
– regulations governing the investment powers of different and strategic transactions complement our formation,
organizational, regulatory, compliance and tax work,
types of pension schemes
making us a one-stop shop for private investment fund
– the Packaged Retail and Insurance Investment Products
sponsors.
(PRIIPs) Regulation
– the impact of Brexit on UK, EU and non-EU
asset managers
– the Securities and Futures Ordinance of Hong Kong
– the Securities and Futures Act of Singapore
– US federal (including Dodd Frank) and state regulatory
requirements and notifications (and equivalent regimes
in Asia, the Middle East and Africa)
– Solvency II
– the Securities Act of 1933
– the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
– the Investment Company Act of 1940
– the Investment Advisers Act of 1940
– the Commodity Exchange Act
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Eversheds Sutherland
FundsNet and RegNet
International Funds Net – our global solution for the passporting, private placement and
distribution of funds.
International Funds Net (FundsNet) is a specialist coordinated Eversheds Sutherland service that enables
our clients to comply with regulatory obligations and
understand the key issues in each country where their
investment funds are sold. Our service is tailored to each
client’s specific requirements, and provides a clear and
managed process for:
– passporting EU AIFs managed by EU AIFMs
– passporting UCITS (UK and non-UK domiciled)
– private placement (UCITS funds, non-EU AIFs, AIFs with
non-EU AIFMs)

– advice on legal and commercial issues to consider when
deciding whether to passport

The FundsNet team offers an invaluable
source of support in navigating the fund
registration regulatory landscape, and in
implementing European registrations
across our OEIC, SICAV and AIFMD ranges.
The level of professionalism, efficiency and
depth of knowledge which the FundsNet
team members offer is second to none.
Ninety One UK Limited

– advice on pre-passporting promotion and distribution
– review of UK and international websites and financial
– promotions
– review and negotiation of distribution agreements
– review and negotiation of local paying agent, facilities
– agent and other agreements
– AIFMD Annex IV transparency reporting

– ongoing host state compliance

“We have been very impressed with your FundsNet service. The strength of
your offering is its excellent network of high quality legal advisers coupled
with full project management capabilities. Your team is well-organized and
shares our commitment to exceptional client service. Your FundsNet service
is a key part of our team.”
Brown Advisory

International Regulatory Net – global coordination of regulatory advice
Eversheds Sutherland’s International Regulatory Net
(RegNet) service enables our clients to comply with
regulatory obligations globally. We offer a streamlined
process for coordinating regulatory advice across multiple
jurisdictions. This includes information management to
help clients organize responses to regulatory queries,
and document filing and assistance, including document
translations.

– business-to-business lending for a multinational
telecommunications corporation in 10 countries

Recent examples of RegNet projects include coordinating
advice in relation to:

– website disclaimers for insurance and investment
management companies in 30 countries

– document retention policies for a global bank in
12 countries

– financial promotions for insurance and investment
management companies in 38 countries
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– payment services and electronic money regulation in
over 110 countries relating to the introduction of new
payment systems by a global airline trade association
– change of control requirements for a global investment
management company in 52 countries
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Case studies:
United Kingdom
Our London and Edinburgh Asset Management and Funds teams
have been at the forefront of regulatory, structuring and tax
interpretation and product development for the fund management
industry since the 1980s. We advise on all types of fund structures
and prepare all documentation necessary to achieve a successful
fund launch.
UK local government
pension fund pooling

The largest ever launch
of a UK property fund

Local Pensions Partnership
Investments Ltd

Royal London
Asset Management

Our team advised Local Pensions Partnership Investments
Ltd on the establishment of its £1.8 billion private equity
platform, pooling the assets of two of its shareholder
funds (the London Pensions Fund Authority and Lancashire
County Pension Fund) under the management of LPP
Investments. Driven by a UK Government initiative to
improve returns by achieving economies of scale, the
pooling of assets was aimed at achieving greater cost
savings and investment benefits for pension scheme
members. The team advised on the structuring design
of the private equity platform, involving Scottish limited
partnerships, prepared all fund documents and managed
the process for first and second close. In addition to
fund establishment we advised on the transfer of £1.8
billion of assets into the pooling structure, preparing all
transfer documents and managing multi-jurisdictional coordination.

We advised long-standing client RLAM on the largest
ever launch of a UK property fund. This flagship fund
was seeded by the transfer of two existing Royal London
property portfolios and includes commercial property
across all major sectors (industrials, offices, retail
warehouses, shopping centers), and regions including
properties in New Bond Street, Covent Garden, Trafalgar
Square, Oxford Street and St Paul’s. It is designed to
provide substantial domestic and foreign institutional
investors with exposure to the UK commercial real
estate market. The fund is structured as an Authorised
Contractual Scheme, and has a property authorised
investment fund (PAIF) feeder fund. We also advised RLAM
on the creation of the first PAIF, launched in 2010. The
benefit of PAIFs is that they are exempt from the 20%
corporation tax that tax-exempt investors investing in
them cannot recover and widely marketable. The ACS is a
widely marketable UK vehicle that allows eligible investors,
including overseas investors, to be paid their rental
income gross.

We have acted on the majority of all local government
pension fund poolings to date.
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Gresham House
Energy Storage Fund

British Strategic
Investment Fund

Cayman Investment
Fund

Gresham House
New Energy

Gresham House
Asset Management

GAM
Kimura

Since 2007, Gresham House New
Energy has successfully invested in
the very rapidly changing energy
landscape despite regulatory
uncertainty and complex risks. It has
harnessed its team’s technical and
investment expertise to produce a
strong track record while delivering
sustainable, attractive yields for its
investors and preserving capital.
Gresham House New Energy has
invested across the clean energy
spectrum in wind, rooftop and
ground-mounted solar, energy and
battery storage. We advised on the
structuring and launch of Gresham
House Energy Storage Fund plc
(GRID) which is managed by Gresham
House New Energy and invests in a
portfolio of utility-scale operational
Energy Storage Systems (known as
ESS) located in Great Britain. GRID
is structured as an investment trust
company incorporated in the UK and
listed on the Specialist Funds Segment
of the London Stock Exchange. We
advised on the initial public offering
of shares of GRID and its subsequent
placing programme raising a total of
approximately £165m, working with
the sole bookrunner and financial
adviser to GRID, Cantor Fitzgerald. We
also advised GRID on the acquisition
of 6 separate energy storage projects
with a total value of approximately
£62.5m.

We advised Gresham House Asset
Management on the structuring
and launch of its British Strategic
Investment Fund. The fund focuses on
generating sustainable and attractive
returns in a cost-effective manner
from relatively illiquid investments in
UK housing and infrastructure-related
assets. The fund which is structured
as a closed-ended Guernsey Limited
Partnership with a 12-year life, is
designed for institutional investors
including local government and other
pension funds, endowments and
family offices. The fund targets sub£50 million investment opportunities
in the UK housing and infrastructurerelated sectors that could have
low correlation to traditional asset
classes and a positive link to inflation.
Investments will typically benefit
from significant asset backing and/
or longer-term contractual revenues.
In addition to delivering a financial
return, the fund aims to deliver wider
non-financial returns by assessing the
social impact of investments and to
bridge the gap between the limited
partners’ investment goals and the
need for longer-term investment
into key UK sectors, whilst aiming to
deliver a positive social impact. The
fund is structured to offer its limited
partners the potential to increase their
exposure to preferred local/regional
investments through co-investment
opportunities; they will also have the
ability to influence the introduction
of projects to Gresham House’s
experienced investment team.

Working with this hedge fund
manager on the launch of Cayman
domiciled funds, managed out of the
UK by an FCA authorized investment
manager across 3 liquid and 1 illiquid
strategies. The funds were structured
as standalone master feeder structures
with Delaware feeders for US taxable
investors. The Eversheds Sutherland
teams in the UK and US where
involved in negotiating with seed
investors from around the globe,
negotiation of a JV to distribute the
fund by a tier one Swiss domiciled
investment firm and involvement of
our FundsNet team on the distribution
and private placement across 12
jurisdictions.
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Case studies:
Iraq
Our Iraq and Kurdistan offices assist and advise foreign companies
and governments participating in foreign investments and funds.
Since its opening in October 2003, our office has provided advice
in the areas of securities, financial services, foreign investment,
mergers and acquisitions, commercial transactional work and
general corporate matters. We are proud to have a very successful
record in completing and concluding a number of transactions
and matters on the ground in what were extremely difficult and
challenging times.
NFT Trading Platform

Insider Trading

The firm advised a start-up business intending to open up
an NFT trading platform. Eversheds Sutherland provided
a cross jurisdictional analysis in regards to the Middle
East. The cross jurisdictional analysis included regulatory,
licensing, commercial, corporate and tax advice on setting
up an NFT trading platform in each respective jurisdiction.
The advice also involved the potential implication of NFT’s
being considered a security in each specific jurisdiction.

We have been involved in the complex reorganisation of
a corporate structure in the Middle East. In addition to the
restructuring, the firm advised on the potential implications
in regards to a Iraqi publicly listed company and liabilities
under insider trading laws and regulations.

Marketing Foreign Funds and
Securities
We have also advised a global investment and
management firm for a build to rent fund. Specifically,
we advised on legal and regulatory constraints and
requirements when marketing foreign securities in Iraq to
Iraqis.
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Case studies:
Ireland
In Ireland our Asset Management and Funds team works with large
global service providers, asset managers and a varied and complex
client base. We can advise on all aspects of fund establishment,
authorization processes as well as on novel product solutions.
We can help with Brexit planning, Shariah financing, regulatory
obligations and fund structures.
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European Depositary Bank, Dublin
Branch EDB and Apex Group

Enabling the first Chilean fund to
invest in an Irish AIF

Our Irish team advised the client as one of the
largest growing service providers in the market in
the Irish market respect of its fund administration
and depositary services which are offered under
one umbrella relationship. Apex Group/ European
Depositary Bank/ Deutsche Bank have recently
completed a number of acquisitions such as with
Ipes and the close of M.M.Warburg & CO Asset
Management (Warburg) servicing business in
Luxembourg as well as the recent announcement
of EDB’s custody offering via its partnership
with Citi. At the close of the Warburg deal, the
depositary was rebranded as The European
Depositary Bank under the Apex Group/ European
Depositary Bank/ Deutsche Bank. The team
provided structuring and regulatory advice to
the above entities to include in relation to the
regulation applicable to the authorization of the
depositary branch in Ireland (such as CRD IV,
MIFID II, AIFMD and UCITS). In addition the team
prepared and advised on relevant transactional
documentation including the creation of template
agreements and in relation to both traditional
UCITS, AIF asset classes and in respect of more
complex asset classes such as cryptocurrencies,
music rights, loan funds and cannabis.

Our Irish teams USP is that it can advise
throughout the fund structure and custody chain,
from asset manager, depositary, global custodian,
CSD, iCSD, authorized participants, administrators
including in the provision of regulatory reports
and regulatory due diligence services to the
investors in such funds.

It has been absolute pleasure to work with the Eversheds Sutherland team for the
Namahe Initial Coin Offering (ICO). ICO are a fairly new space, but Eversheds
Sutherland knowledge and insight has greatly helped us to bring together all the
key legal framework and minimise our business exposure and mitigate the risks.
They provided an excellent level of service, keeping us informed of everything that
was happening at regular intervals and clearly outlined from the very beginning
what options were available thereby enabling us to make business decision
promptly. We are very glad that we made the decision to partner with Eversheds
Sutherland for our ICO legal framework.
Namahe Private Limited

As a result of a recent change in Chilean law the
Irish team advised on the necessary due diligence
and legal analysis to enable the first Chilean fund
to invest in an Irish AIF since this change in law
was implemented and this is a matter of strategic
importance to the relevant fund, its investors and
indeed to AIFs in Ireland as it would open a new
market of potential investors. Our Irish team’s
advice was also furnished to the regulator in Chile
for ultimate approval to enable the investment to
be facilitated successfully.
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ESG

Case studies:

We regularly advise clients on the growing number of ESG and responsible
investing regulatory regimes and products. We work with key industry
bodies in the ESG space to ensure we stay at the forefront of regulatory
developments and understand the impacts such regulation is likely to have
on the sector. We can, among other things, help scope whether products
fall within existing and forthcoming regulatory regimes; advise on how to
comply with these regimes, including crafting necessary disclosures; and
provide bespoke training to help clients build internal awareness.
Visit our ESG hub for further information, publications and resources to
download and share.

Brexit
We are well-placed to advise businesses in the financial services sector
on the implications of Brexit. We have developed Brexit focused tools to
help you identify the specific risks, challenges and opportunities for your
business, to manage your Brexit exposure following the UK's departure
from the EU. This includes tools to assist on contracts, global mobility
and immigration, and regulation applicable to cross-border selling of
financial services.
Visit our Brexit hub where you will find further publications and resources
to download and share.
Download our Brexit
tracker for financial
services institutions.
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Italy
Our Italian asset management and funds team provides domestic
and international funds, asset managers, investment companies,
service providers and other financial institutions with assistance in
relation to local and cross-border regulatory projects, including
passporting procedures, obtaining local authorizations and licenses
from the regulators and day-to-day compliance activities, such as
filings with local authorities.
Our Italian team established a solid relationship with local
authorities (Consob and Bank of Italy) so that they are at all times
up to date with the best market practice and able to provide
effective and prompt advice to clients.
AllianceBernstein

La Financiére de l’Echiquier

Our team regularly advises AllianceBernstein in relation
to the offer in the Italian market of its UCITS and AIFs.
We have recently been involved in a project aimed
at strengthening the presence in Italy of the funds
management company established in Luxembourg,
assisting it with the incorporation of an Italian branch
and with the organisation of the transfer to the branch
of business previously carried out in Italy through a
representative office.

Our team regularly advises on regulatory matters, through
the Italian branch we established in 2015. In particular,
we have recently been involved in the reorganization of
the group according to which the standalone mutual
funds offered in Italy and incorporated under French law
have been merged in a newly incorporated open-ended
investment company incorporated under French laws
as well.

Aviva Investors

Green Stone SICAF S.p.A.

We have been involved in a complex reorganisation
arranged throughout Europe by Aviva. In particular, the
Italian team completed the transfer of assets from the
fund’s UK investment company to a newly incorporated
branch in Italy of the fund’s management company
established in Luxembourg.

Our team has been involved in a complex real estate
transaction on behalf of Green Stone SICAF S.p.A., a real
estate investment fund reserved to institutional investors
which has involved several entities throughout Europe.
In particular, the Italian team has handled all aspects in
connection with the acquisition of the assets and the
regulatory issues related to the transaction.
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Case studies:
Luxembourg
Our Luxembourg team focuses on investment funds related clients.
Recent developments in Luxembourg - including the introduction
of the special limited partnership (Société en commandite
spéciale), the reserved alternative investment fund (RAIF) and the
modernization of Luxembourg corporate law - have contributed
to maintaining Luxembourg’s position as the leading European
jurisdiction for investment funds. We regularly advise institutional
clients, including fund managers, investment funds, institutional
investors and service providers.
Banque de Patrimoines Privés

GreenLake

Our team in Luxembourg has advised Banque de
Patrimoines Privés on the setting up of various private
equity and real estate RAIFs. We have been deeply involved
in the structuring phase of such funds to
design the most suitable structure both from a legal
and regulatory perspective as well as from a tax
perspective. We have also been involved in setting up the
Luxembourg special purpose vehicles for the acquisition of
underlying assets.

We have been involved in the setting-up of a RAIF
investing in real estate collateral by making or investing
in special-situation, short-term, bridge loans secured by
mortgages, deeds of trust, or other similar instruments on
commercial and residential real estate located principally
in metropolitan areas in the United States.

Goleta Fund

Blufolio

Our team in Luxembourg has advised Goleta Fund on the
conversion of their Luxembourg Specialized Investment
Fund (SIF) into a RAIF structure. We have been heavily
involved in regulatory, corporate and tax aspects relating
to such conversion. The RAIF invests in ETFs and in
derivative financial instruments.

We have been involved in the setting up of a nonregulated fund focusing on blockchain technology
investment opportunities, and building a common
portfolio of equity or equity-related instruments of nonlisted entities in the field of the blockchain digital economy
and blockchain industry.

Transatlantic
We have been involved in the setting-up of a RAIF
investing (i) directly into approved wind and solar energy
assets that fit its investment or (ii) indirectly through SPVs
or operating companies or via a general partner affiliate
in securities issued by companies whose equity securities
are not listed on stock exchange complying with the
requirements applicable to regulated financial instruments
markets, particularly in the renewable energy sector and
onshore wind sector.
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Case studies:
Switzerland
With an organized cross-border approach that sets us apart in
the Swiss market, we offer our clients in the investment, asset
management and funds industry a unique combination of
specialized legal, tax and regulatory intelligence. Our team works
with large global service providers, asset managers and a varied
and complex client base. Our team knows just how to combine
corporate, tax, regulatory, and fund finance expertise for all aspects
of the investment, asset management and funds practice.
With extensive experience in the sector, our fund structuring expertise covers a broad range of asset
classes. We serve Swiss based private equity and crypto assets fund managers with the formation of their
funds and other fund work, and we assist leading international alternative fund managers. Moreover,
we serve many institutional investors across the globe in relation to investment in Switzerland or from
Switzerland. The advisory and structuring for our clients of distribution of fund units globally and in
Switzerland is one of our core focus. The particular situation of Switzerland on the European map makes
its fund industry particularly attractive.

Overseas Investment of Swiss
Pension Fund

Promotion in Switzerland of
Financial Products

The pension fund of one of the largest retail
shops in Switzerland required our support in order
to analyse the regulatory and fiscal consequences
of an investment in a hedge fund product in
Canada. Our team reviewed the set-up of the
investment on regulatory as well as tax aspects.

A US based asset manager has required support
in the regulatory aspects of advertising and
promoting financial products (incl. fintech and
crypto assets products) from abroad to family
offices and institutional partners in Switzerland.

Under Swiss pension fund law, a pension fund
is only allowed to invest in structured products
in a specific range. The main task was the
regulatory analysis of the product (which includes
complicated redemption mechanisms). The tax
consequences of such an investment in Canada
were also duly assessed.

18

Offering of Insurance Products
A US based broker dealer and asset manager
has asked support on the regulatory aspects of
advertising and offering financial products (incl.
insurance products) from abroad to sophisticated
and institutional clients in Switzerland.
We have established a clear guidance and a
regulatory overview of the Swiss situation.
Furthermore, we have also analysed with our UScolleagues the cross-border implication in the US
of doing business in Switzerland.

Distribution in Switzerland of Fund
Units
A Dubai based private equity broker and
asset manager that partners with dynamic
entrepreneurs and exceptional management
teams to build market leading global businesses
and drive sustainable growth on behalf of
institutional investors and key stakeholders
required support on the regulatory aspects of
advertising and promoting from abroad financial
products (in particular fund units) to family offices
and institutional partners in Switzerland. We have
established a clear guidance and a regulatory
overview of the Swiss situation.

We have established a clear guidance and a
regulatory overview of the Swiss situation.
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Case studies:
United States
In the United States, our Asset Management team forms and
facilitates the domestic and international distribution of retail
and private, closed-ended and open ended funds, as well as the
establishment of broader investment advisory, broker dealer, and
digital asset platforms. Beyond devising efficient fund structures,
we help investment advisers and private equity sponsors
navigate the challenges of increasingly complex regulation, and
institutional investors secure favourable investment terms. The
team is also widely recognized as a leader in representing business
development companies (BDCs). It is supported with strong
tax, ERISA, Regulatory Compliance, and corporate transactional
practices with deep experience of the investment industry.
US Private Equity Real Estate Fund

US Onshore and Cayman Offshore
parallel structure for Credit Fund

The Atlanta team acted as lead counsel for a private
equity fund sponsor in connection with creating the latest
in a series of private equity funds to invest in value-added
US real estate. These funds invest through subsidiary
real estate investment trust (REIT) structures to address
the tax concerns of US non-taxable investors, including
pension funds, private foundations and endowments.
The Atlanta team structured the fund, the REIT and
the general partner entities to create a tax-efficient
platform for US real estate investments; implemented
a subscription credit facility to allow the fund to move
quickly to secure deals; and provided advice on the fund’s
other real estate acquisitions and dispositions.

The Atlanta team acted as lead counsel for a private equity
fund sponsor in connection with creating a new credit
fund to utilize both US onshore and Cayman offshore
fund structures to address various tax and regulatory
requirements of its anticipated investors. This newly
formed set of parallel funds generated leveraged returns
through the use of a capital call line credit facility and a
warehouse loan facility along with an implemented and
planned structure to allow for future securitization of loan
structures through collateralized loan obligations (CLOs).
The Atlanta team worked with the client and with Cayman
counsel to properly structure new funds and multiple new
entities, including a newly formed management company,
new general partners and carried interest holders,
and to develop creative solutions to unique deferred
compensation arrangements generated by the structure.

The formation of this fund structure required
multi-disciplinary support from various practice groups
including tax and REITs, US securities, ERISA and benefits,
fund formation and governance,
and real estate.

In addition, debt financing partners were engaged to
assist with structuring multiple credit facilities employed
in the fund structures to help generate leveraged
investment returns.
This new fund platform required multi-disciplinary support
from various practice groups to address issues, such as
tax, US securities, investment adviser and broker-dealer
matters, ERISA and benefits, structured financing and fund
formation and governance, and other related issues arising
from an investor base consisting of US taxable, US nontaxable and non-US investors.
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US Alternative Asset Manager

US Private Credit Fund

The Capital Markets and Investments group in
Washington, DC has been integral in forming and raising
the funds that built the platform for Owl Rock Capital
Corporation, a leading specialty finance company
focused on lending to US middle-market companies,
and the second largest business development company
by net assets, with approximately US$27.8 billion under
management.

The Capital Markets and Investments group in Washington,
DC acted as lead counsel for a private credit fund sponsor
in connection with creating a new credit fund to utilize a
feeder fund structure to address various tax and regulatory
requirements of its anticipated offshore investors. This
newly formed fund generated returns through the use
of a capital call line credit facility. The team worked with
the client and with counsel to the investors to properly
structure the new fund and its feeder fund.

Our team has represented this client since its formation
in 2015, including the organization and conclusion of its
private offerings for all five of its funds. In the past year
alone, the group has advised on various matters including
bringing to market the first non-traded multi-class
offering; initial public offering of notes worth US$450
million; merging into a special purpose acquisition
company (SPAC), and becoming publicly traded (valued
at US$12.5 billion), and subsequent change of control
approvals for five funds; private offering of notes worth
US$375 million; private offering of notes worth US$50
million; public offering of notes worth US$1billion; public
offering of notes worth US$500 million; and public
offering of notes worth US$500 million.

In addition, debt financing partners were engaged to assist
with structuring the capital call line of credit employed in
the fund structure.
This new fund platform required multi-disciplinary support
from various practice groups to address issues such as
tax, US securities and investment adviser matters, ERISA,
structured financing and fund formation and governance,
and other related issues arising from an investor base
consisting of primarily non-US investors.

The team has also advised Owl Rock on a variety of
structuring and compliance matters, including the
private placement of US$5.5 billion in equity capital
commitments; the private placement of US$150 million
of notes; and the registered offering of US$400 million of
notes to institutional investors, which was the first such
offering to be conducted by a private BDC.
Additionally, work handled includes support in launching
a loan program for minority-owned small businesses
in the US that have been effected by the COVID-19
pandemic and other economic and social crises. The
program was part of a push by the client to address
racial inequality and economic disparity that's been
exacerbated by the coronavirus.

Our Eversheds Sutherland (US) team
had success with high profile business
development companies (BDCs) early
on, such that we became the go-to
law firm. Virtually everyone on Wall
Street knows if you have a BDC
problem, you come to us.

Keep up with us
BDCESSENTIALS App
For access to news, articles, legal alerts, events and
webcasts pertinent to the business development company
industry, download our BDCESSENTIALS app, available on
iOS and Android.
For more information about the industry and
our practice, please visit our practice site at
www.publiclytradedprivateequity.com.
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Our global footprint
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Why work with
Eversheds Sutherland?
1

An integrated and seamless service

2

Connected locally, committed internationally

3

Efficiency

4

– we won the Innovation in Legal Expertise (Navigating and Influencing Regulation) award at the FT
Innovative Lawyers Award ceremony

Wherever you are based, we provide a seamless and integrated relationship-led service liaising closely
with you and your in-house legal teams. We ensure that you remain informed and involved at every
stage of the transaction.

Creating a world of opportunity
Our global Funds practice

The team is quick to respond with
satisfactory results. On a recent
occasion, they managed to turn
around a heavily marked-up
document within one day to
our satisfaction.
The Hong Kong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation Limited

With international operations in over 70 offices based in the world’s major economic centers including
Europe, the Middle East, the US and Asia and formal alliance networks in Africa, Latin America and Asia
Pacific, we combine substantial international reach with local knowledge and delivery.

Our teams are managed by a single point of contact across all jurisdictions, ensuring clear and short
lines of communication, removing duplication and streamlining the delivery of our services.

Innovation at our heart – recent examples:

24

– we were named in the overall top ten Most Innovative Law Firms in Europe
– innovations include creating the UK’s first authorized tax transparent vehicle and utilizing
technology to provide regulatory updates to clients
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Germany

Your contacts
Austria

Jens Binding
Counsel

Dr. Ágnes Szent-Ivány
Managing Partner

T: +49 211 864 67 42
jensbinding
@eversheds-sutherland.com

T: +36 1 394 3121
szent-ivany
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Iraq

Belgium
Aurelius Freytag
Partner

Koen Devos
Partner

Tawfiq Tabbaa
Regional Managing Partner

Saif Hadi
Associate

T: +43 15 16 20 313
M: +43 66 420 28 147
aurelius.freytag@eversheds-sutherland.at

T: +32 2 737 93 60
M: +32 476 22 07 53
koendevos@eversheds-sutherland.be

T: +96 277 771 1229
tawfiqtabbaa
@eversheds-sutherland.com

T: +96 277 74 40 444
saifhadi
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Italy

Ireland

Bulgaria

Belgium
Caroline Schell
Senior Associate

Nikolay Bebov
Managing Partner, Co-Head of
Financial Service Law Group

Deborah Hutton
Partner

T: +32 2 737 93 53
M: +32 495 83 54 78
carolineschell@eversheds-sutherland.be

T: +359 2 439 0707
M: +359 898 641 791
nikolay.bebov@eversheds-sutherland.bg

T: +35 31 66 44 27 3
deborahhutton
@eversheds-sutherland.ie

Bulgaria

China

Italy

Ubaldo Caracino
Partner
T: +39 02 8928 7757
M: +39 3316 427 506
ubaldocaracino
@eversheds-sutherland.it

Jordan

Damyan Leshev
Partner, Co-Head of Financial Service
Law Group

Jack Cai
Managing Partner

Umberto Mauro
Partner

Ghaleb Al Faraj
SOP, Head of Commercial (Amman)

T:+359 2 439 0707
M: +359 898 641 791
damyan.leshev@eversheds-sutherland.bg

T: +86 21 6137 1007
M: +86 189 3080 1987
jackcai@eversheds-sutherland.com

T: +39 0 28 92 87 66 6
umbertomauro
@eversheds-sutherland.it

T: +96 2 79 55 45 71 0
ghalebalfaraj
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Czech Republic

Lithuania

Latvia

Stanislav Dvořák
Partner

Marek Poloni
Senior Associate

Māris Vainovskis
Senior Partner

Tomas Rymeikis
Partner

T: +420 255 706 515
M: +420 606 659 611
stanislav.dvorak
@eversheds-sutherland.cz

T: +420 225 706 542
M: +421 907 864 324
marek.poloni
@eversheds-sutherland.cz

T: +371 67 280 102
M: +371 29 118 902
maris.vainovskis
@eversheds-sutherland.lv

T: +370 5 239 2370
M: +370 686 13540
tomas.rymeikis
@eversheds-sutherland.lt

Finland

Luxembourg

Olli Iirola
Partner
T: +358 10 684 1345
M: +358 40 540 0567
olli.iirola@eversheds.fi
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Hungary

Jussi Aranne
Specialist Counsel
M: +358 46 606 0103
jussi.aranne@eversheds.fi

José Pascual
Partner

Claudia Hoffmann
Partner

T: +352 28 48 78 11 43
M: +352 661 74 30 28
josepascual
@eversheds-sutherland.com

T: +352 28 80 73 04
M: +352 661 174 020
claudiahoffmann
@eversheds-sutherland.com
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United Kingdom

Netherlands

Michaela Walker
Partner

T: +31 20 5600 534
M: +31 6 5757 7269
pimvanleersum
@eversheds-sutherland.com

T: +44 20 7919 0541
M: +44 788 780 4075
michaelawalker
@eversheds-sutherland.com

T: +44 207 919 0578
M: +44 777 081 7001
ronaldpaterson
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Julian Brown
Partner

Richard Batchelor
Partner

T: +44 20 7919 0539
M: +44 778 577 8628
julianbrown
@eversheds-sutherland.com

T: +44 20 7919 0996
M: +44 778 992 7037
richardbatchelor
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Slovakia
Petra Marková
Counsel

Martin Javorček
Associate

T: +421 232 786 411
M: +421 918 709 315
petra.markova@eversheds-sutherland.sk

T: +421 232 786 411
M: +421 903 271 605
martin.javorcek@eversheds-sutherland.sk

Jonathan Master
Partner

Switzerland
Ludovic Duarte
Partner
T: +41 44 204 90 90
M: +41 78 891 31 17
ludovic.duarte@eversheds-sutherland.ch

Dr. Michael Mosimann
Partner
T: +41 44 204 90 90
M: +41 78 676 19 83
michael.mosimann@
eversheds-sutherland.ch

T: +44 20 7919 0504
M: +44 779 699 4780
jonathanmaster
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Phil Spyropoulos
Partner
T: +44 20 7919 4735
M: +44 776 682 0902
philspyropoulos
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Spain

Juan E. Díaz Hidalgo
Partner

Teresa Villarroya Vargas
Counsel

T: +34 91 429 43 33
jdiaz@eversheds-sutherland.es

M: +34 91 429 43 33
tvillarroya@eversheds-sutherland.es

Lindi Rudman
Legal Director
T: +44 20 7919 0504
lindirudman
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Sweden
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Ronald Paterson
Partner

Pim Van Leersum
Partner

Tord Svensson
Partner

Moa Lundmark
Associate

T: +46 70 97 98 776
tordsvensson
@eversheds-sutherland.se

T: +46 8 505 989 08
M: +46 73 093 65 00
moalundmark@eversheds-sutherland.se

Stefanie-Sahla Jones
Partner
T: +44 20 7919 0749
stefaniesahla-jones
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Martin Sandler
Partner
T: +44 20 7919 0809
M: +44 7769 886733
martinsandler
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Camilla Spielman
Legal Director
T: +44 20 7919 0547
M: +44 779 907 2127
camillaspielman
@eversheds-sutherland.com
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United States

Wade Stribling
Partner

Michael Voynich
Partner

T: +1 404 853 8194
M: +1 404 545 1621
wadestribling
@eversheds-sutherland.com

T: +1 404 853 8329
M: +1 404 626 9983
michaelvoynich
@eversheds-sutherland.com

David Phillips
Partner

Kristina Thomas
Partner

T: +1 404 853 8158
davidphillips
@eversheds-sutherland.com

T: +1 404 853 8131
kristinathomas
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Steven Boehm
Partner
T: +1 202 383 0176
M: +1 202 489 8607
stevenboehm
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Stephani Hildebrandt
Partner
T: +1 202 383 0845
stephanihildebrandt
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Cynthia Krus
Partner
T: +1 202 383 0218
cynthiakrus
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Michael Koffler
Partner
T: +1 212 389 5014
M: +1 914 462 0135
michaelkoffler
@eversheds-sutherland.com

Ed Winters
Partner
T: +1 212 287 6907
edwinters
@eversheds-sutherland.com
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I’ve had the opportunity to work with the team at Eversheds Sutherland and
can only provide very positive feedback on the relationship. The team has
been professional, prompt, and knowledgeable in assisting National to
connect with outside counsel abroad and obtain opinions to conduct
business in the desired countries. I have full confidence in the team’s ability
to handle our requests, and they do so by providing exceptional client
service. I would strongly recommend their services to other firms.
National Securities Corporation

eversheds-sutherland.com
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